HIGHLY CONFIGURABLE SYSTEMS have emerged to address the situation that no one solution meets all user expectations in every context. So, most modern software systems, including mobile apps, webservers, OSs, and computer vision systems, can be configured at compile time or runtime to deliver the right functionality and performance for a given deployment context. Conversely, some configurations could be poorly suited to some contexts. For instance, the activation of some features in mobile apps could dramatically increase energy consumption on specific mobile devices and OSs.
Here we address the problem of automatically mapping software configurations to specific contexts, and vice versa. A software system's context is itself configurable. It comprises different concerns-for example, the execution environment (such as the hardware and OS), types of inputs, and goals (such as execution time and the result's quality). The context can also include other factors, such as governmental regulations or marketing strategies that indirectly influence the software. 1 From this mapping, we expect that each context configuration has at least one corresponding software configuration. Conversely, we also want each possible software configuration to have at least one corresponding context configuration. If that isn't the case, we want to be able to prevent that configuration from being selectable from the beginning.
So that developers don't have to manually provide such mappings, we devised a radical automated approach that employs machine learning and constraint solving. With a reasonable number of measurements, developers and product managers can easily discover possible software configurations and ascertain whether they're acceptable in certain contexts.
Modeling Variability
Software has numerous features with complex interactions, leading to a combinatorial explosion of possible contexts and configurations. So, experts typically elaborate a variability model that formalizes how features can be combined. Variability information (for example, optionality) and cross-tree constraints over features define the set of valid configurations. Features can also have associated numerical information. Figure 1 Because the model in Figure 1 involves several contexts, it actually comprises two separate, aggregated variability models. 1 
Learning the Constraints of Variability Models
Whatever the modeling strategy, specifying how contextual factors affect a software system's configuration space is complex, labor-intensive, and highly dependent on expert knowledge. Specific constraints are usually specified for relating context features to software features. The bottom of Figure 1 presents examples of such interconstraints.
Owing to the huge number of configurations and complex relations between context and software, it's easy to forget or wrongly specify a constraint. This has possible adverse consequences when the software is deployed.
Here we examine how to elaborate a variability model (including constraints) that's configurable for different contexts, using machine learning and constraint solving. Basically, we execute and observe a sample of software configurations in a sample of context configurations. We then learn what context features will likely discard or activate some software features. So, developers and product managers can extract the interconstraints and can learn the intraconstraints in software features or context features.
In a sense, machine learning has the potential to replace manual, error-prone, time-consuming, and subjective modeling with an automated process based on realistic measurements of software configurations in numerous contexts.
Configurable Vision Systems
The engineering of computer vision systems (for example, for tracking objects of interest in a video; see Figure 1 ) is representative of the general problem. Video experts must compose numerous highly configurable algorithms, given their specific goals, execution environments, and assumptions about videos to analyze. 
FOCUS: CONTEXTUAL-VARIABILITY MODELING
A video-processing chain can operate in a variety of contexts. It can process outdoor or indoor videos with more or less noise, filmed during the day or night. The software might be embedded in resourceconstrained devices. Different applications might need a different quality of service. Sometimes the major concern is fast execution; sometimes it's strong guarantees of precision or recall (or both) for the tracked objects.
Our experience shows that modeling context and software variability (and their mutual relation) is labor-intensive, subjective, and error-prone, even with extensive knowledge. 3 With our approach, we aim to synthesize the constraints of Figure 1 and identify new ones. Figure 2 depicts the learning process. All the steps can be automated except the user specification of what's an acceptable configuration (typically below or above a performance threshold value).
Learning ContextualVariability Models
First, our approach generates a sample of N configurations of the variability model VM. A configuration ... comprises contextual features and software features. Numerous sampling strategies (for example, random or t-wise) can be used to automatically select valid configurations. 3, 4 The user can specify N.
Classi cation tree
Second, our approach executes and observes each software configuration in the context configuration. Our running example uses a configuration of the tracking vision system to process a video with specific characteristics (see config1, config2, …, configN in Figure 2 ).
Many configuration properties are measureable-for example, whether a configuration crashes at runtime, violates invariants, or meets a certain performance level. For vision systems, we're interested mostly in the system's accuracy, precision, and execution time.
This step produces a matrix with N configurations (see Figure 2) . Third, the user specifies the performance threshold values. Our approach compares performance measurements to the threshold value and classifies configurations as acceptable or unacceptable.
Finally, our approach addresses a statistical binary-classification problem to predict which context and software features lead to acceptable or unacceptable configurations.
Statistical Classification
The example at the bottom of Figure 2 illustrates the classification process. All of a configuration's features are predictor variables. We have a training sample of N configurations on Y class variables that take the values {acceptable, unacceptable}. Given training data (see the matrix at the bottom of Figure 2) , we want to learn a classifier that can predict Y from new configuration values.
Researchers have developed many approaches for addressing binaryclassification problems. We selected classification trees (CTs), a supervisedmachine-learning technique that places data into classes. 5 CTs can handle Boolean and numerical values. Moreover, from CTs, we can extract human-readable rules or constraints expressed in propositional logic. Specifically, we first build the conjunction of all decisions that lead to leaves that classify configurations as unacceptable; we then negate the resulting expression. Such constraints are eventually added to the variability model VM9 to exclude unacceptable configurations.
The bottom of Figure 2 shows a CT and an extracted constraint. Nodes test for the values of a certain feature-for example, Noise Level. Edges correspond to a test's outcome and connect to the next node-for example, $ 0.85. Tree leaves predict the final outcome (acceptable or unacceptable). We follow the paths leading to unacceptable outcomes, build the conjunction of all decisions in which Noise Level $ 0.85 and Denoise 55 false, and negate the expression.
Initial Results
To evaluate our approach, we performed a feasibility study, a case study, and controlled experiments.
Feasibility Study
We used our approach to develop a tracking vision system. Specifically, we modeled and implemented software variability in C11 using a subset of OpenCV.
To provide data appropriate to each context configuration, we synthesized videos with various properties such as the noise level and camera vibration. (We could also have used realistic benchmarks. For example, COCO [Common Objects in Context; mscoco.org] provides thousands of annotated images with different kinds of objects and visual properties.)
We used an industrial video generator that synthesizes video variants and their expected results (ground truths). 3 This let us measure the performance (precision, accuracy, execution time, and so on) of tracking configurations in different contexts. On the basis of the measurements, we specialized the configuration spaces and learned nontrivial constraints, similar to those in Figure 1 .
Case Study
We specialized the video generator we mentioned in the previous section. 3 Our learning approach let us constrain the generator and build only video variants of a certain quality (size, noise frequency, and so on). So, we could prepare variants of the video generator for numerous uses and contexts.
With a sample of 500 configurations, we obtained a classification accuracy of 80 percent (see the first row of Table 1 ). The constraints proved readable: domain experts could validate them and incorporate them into the variability model. 3 
Controlled Experiments
We considered 10 publicly available configurable systems (see rows 2 through 11 in Table 1 ), for which we reused performance measurements (execution time, footprint, and so on) of configurations using benchmarks. 4, 6 We employed our approach to synthesize constraints such that we retained only those configurations that met a certain performance objective.
FOCUS: CONTEXTUAL-VARIABILITY MODELING
A practical application is that we could specialize configurable systems for targeting specific uses, customers, deployment scenarios, hardware settings-in short, any contexts. For example, we specialized the variability model of the x264 video encoder to achieve low energy consumption (for example, for embedding x264 in resource-constrained devices).
The empirical results are promising for two reasons. First, the learning phase achieved an accuracy greater than 80 percent on average for all performance thresholds and systems. So, we could narrow the space of possible configurations to a good approximation. Second, we needed only a relatively small training set to achieve a high classification accuracy (see Table 1 ). Overall, we needed only a reasonable number of measurements (from dozens to hundreds) to discover complex relationships that discarded many unacceptable configurations without overconstraining the configurable systems.
For more details, see the source code and experimental data at learningconstraints.github.io and the papers "Using Machine Learning to Infer Constraints for Product Lines" 3 and "Learning-Based Performance Specialization of Configurable Systems." 4 W e're aware that classes of software systems and contexts exist for which our approach might be harder to engineer. One challenge involves developing procedures (oracles) for measuring software configurations in different contexts. Finding the right data or creating the realistic contextual conditions might be difficult. A second challenge involves the configuration space's complexity. For example, how do you scale for a large configurable system such as the Linux kernel, which has more than 10,000 configuration options?
Despite some barriers, the idea of learning variability spaces is already applicable to many configurable systems. It could also be applied to dynamic software product lines 5 or self-adaptive systems that can reconfigure their behavior to address a variety of contexts.
We foresee that with the evergrowing computational power and amount of available data, engineers will leverage machine learning to help elaborate contextual-variability models.
